
Christmas shake card
Instructions No. 2053
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

Design your cards, invitations and more three-dimensional and interactive. They are fascinating and will conjure a "wow" on
the lips of the presentee. In our instructions we have placed snow under the dome and made the card wintery. Of course,
there are also others Embellishment possible like confetti for a birthday card, hearts for a wedding card and much more.

This is how the shake card is made:
Cut the silver mirrored cardboard a little bit smaller than the folding card
and glue it onto the card with double-sided Adhesive tape adhesive. Place
the Shaker Dome on the desired scrapbook and-Paper cut it round in the
same size. Glue half of the background paper, fill the Shaker Dome with snow
Diamond- and glue it completely Paper 

Now place the finished Shaker Dome on a second folding card and draw the
circle. This circle is punched out with the punching template "Circles" using a
punching machine. Make sure that the Shaker Dome and the top card with
the punched circle are placed correctly on the card. First glue the Shaker
Dome to the card, then glue the cardboard with 3D Glue pads . Then decorate
the card with bow Ribbon, tag and sticker.

Article number Article name Qty
13503 Scrapbook block "Winter Tales" 1
12061 Sizzix Shaker Domes "Round"Large 1
544320 VBS Craft punch "Deer" 1
12131 Foam rubber sticker "StarsSilver 1
436892 Diamond snow 1
12048 Sizzix Framelits Punching Template "Circles" 1
10299 Mirror cardboard block Gold/Silver 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
567206-06 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,9 mm, 400 pieces 1
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